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Shan and Shane Joyce have reaped
the benefits of taking up sustainable
farming methods on their property.

Shan Joyce

farm

Shan JoyCe first began to question
accepted wisdom back in the 1970s
when, after she contracted rubella
during her second pregnancy, she
gave birth to a child with hearing,
heart and sight defects.
“We were asking ourselves, ‘Why
us? Why our son?’ ” says Shan, now 60.
“We began to question everything:
what we ate, how we produced our
food, the cleanliness of our water. It
turned everything on its head.”
That ability to challenge the status
quo became the basis of a radical
shift in farming practice for Shan and
her husband, Shane, in the early ’90s,
when they realised that the pastures
on their 7900-hectare Queensland
cattle property, Dukes Plain, were too
poor to sustain a viable business.
“The soils were depleted after
years of overgrazing and erosion,
and Shane and I both felt that to save
the property, we had to change it.”
That meant ditching the old, set
grazing patterns and replacing them
with rotational grazing – moving
cattle between paddocks to allow
pasture to rejuvenate – as well as
improving the soil with their own
organic fertiliser. “Shane developed a
soil activator from organic materials
on the farm and added it to the cattle’s
drinking water via a giant teabag made
from shade cloth,” says Shan. “The
cattle distributed it in their dung.”
Production is up, costs down and
their soil is rich and erosion-resistant.
Last year, the couple won the annual
Soils For Life Carbon Cocky Award for
sustainable agriculture. Soils For Life
is chaired by former Governor-General,
Major General Michael Jeffery (Retd).
“When it rains, the water soaks into
the soil instead of disappearing in runoff,” says Shan. “A healthy soil means
healthy animals and healthy animals
mean healthy people.”
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Dukes Plain, Queensland

Drought, erosion,
salinity, climate change
and synthetic fertilisers
are degrading farmland,
Michael Sheather
writes, but our farming
women are helping turn
the tide with nature.
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Faced with the
devastation of a long
drought, Anne and
Charlie Maslin didn’t
give in, but set about
safeguarding their
topsoil and conserving
water on their land.

Anne Maslin

ann wears a sussan shirt.

Gunningrah, NSW

AnnE Maslin was a newlywed
and had lived on the family farm with
her husband, Charlie, for only a year
when drought brought home the
harsh realities of life on the land.
In 1992, one year into one of the
longest droughts in Australian history,
authorities ordered Anne and Charlie
to destroy 3000 sheep on their 4200hectare beef and sheep property,
Gunningrah, near Bombala on the
NSW South Coast.
“It was the worst week of our lives,”
says Anne, 54. “Even though we did
it as humanely as possible, it was
heartbreaking.” After this, Anne and
Charlie knew they had to change to
save the farm. “The only thing that
was certain about our rainfall was
that it is uncertain,” says Anne.
“We had to find a way to preserve
our topsoil and conserve the water
that did fall. That meant controlling
our stock and healing the erosion
in our creeks.”
Against traditional methods,
the couple decided on a maverick
approach – culling stock numbers to
suit the amount of feed each season,
rotational grazing and introducing a
herd of goats.
“People thought we were mad,”
says Anne, a mother of three who
says her husband is the brains trust
on the farm. “But goats are fourlegged weed eradicators. They let
us drop chemical herbicides.”
They also installed a series of
“leaky” dams that slow water flow,
retain water previously lost and
minimise erosion.
Twelve years later, profits are up
and so is production. “We love the
farm,” says Anne.
“We live by the words of an old
Kenyan motto: ‘Treat the earth well.
It wasn’t given to you by your parents.
It is lent to you by your children’.”
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Taking garden
composting methods
and applying them to
her cattle property has
been a great success
for Sally Chappell.

Sally Chappell

Shannon Vale STATION, GLEN INNES, NSW.
Sally and Greg Chappell had only been on their
property, Shannon Vale, for six months in 2000 when
they had to send cattle off for agistment, where graziers
pay to have their stock taken in and fed, because their
drought-affected pasture couldn’t feed them.
“The neighbours must have been thinking, ‘These
people have brought the drought demons. We don’t
need them’,” says Sally, 54.
It took them three years and thousands of dollars
spent on chemical fertilisers before Greg realised they
were at a tipping point. “Greg looked at me and said,
‘There has to be a better way. People put mulch on
their gardens and the gardens improve. There’s got
to be something like that we can do’,” says Sally.
A little research told them that if they treated their
property more like a suburban garden they might
find a solution. They were hesitant – “Mind-locked
to the dominant ways of fertilise or else,” says Sally –
but finally committed themselves to three years of
composting and mulching to both revitalise the soil
and get rid of a massive weed problem that was
threatening to strangle their livelihoods.
The compost is tailored to each paddock using
a base of straw and manure mixed with elements and
minerals specific to each area of the farm. Their bulls
are now growing up to 30 per cent faster, while their
pastures are almost weed-free. “We haven’t looked
back. It was the best thing we ever did,” says Sally.
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Rhonda Daly

Milgadara, young, NSW
Rhonda Daly’s passion for the soil began as
a death-bed epiphany 12 years ago. After a sevenweek illness, she was finally diagnosed with chronic
spinal meningitis and doctors did not expect her to
live. “I was lying in my bed waiting for the doctor
when I heard a voice,” she says. “It told me that
I had to heal the soil and help others.”
Rhonda, now 60, survived the ordeal, but never
forgot the voice or its message. Once well enough,
she began transforming the soils of the 1200-hectare
sheep and cereal-cropping property, Milgadara, which
she runs with her husband, Bill.
Compost and organics became her mantra. Her
mission was the organic carbon in her soil. “A lot of
people thought I’d lost my trolley, but we believed
we needed to restore life to the soil,” she says.”
In 2002, she and Bill established a business, YLAD
Living Soils. Today, they have helped establish 44 more
composting operations around the country.
“Often the darkest hour in your life is about change
for the better. Listening to that voice all those years
ago was the best thing I’ve ever done,” says Rhonda.
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